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HUMAN FITNESS CHALLENGE: LOADED CARRIES 

(on AND off the field) 
PROVIDED BY KIMBERLY CHASE 

 

Strongmen, power lifters, functional fitness competitors, Highland Games athletes and Cross Fit 
enthusiasts have been performing heavy and timed loaded walks  for years. Why not do the same on the 
agility field to gain strength and endurance? Don't have access to a gym?  No problem.  However, if you do 
workout at a gym you'll want to include carries regularly.  You can substitute any of the field equipment with 
Kettle bells, dumbbells, weighted bars, sandbags, medicine balls or whatever you can come up with for fun 
and variety.   

 

What are "loaded carries" (LC) and walks?  

Loaded carries were popularized by world-renowned strength coach Dan John, who calls them a 
“game changer” and believes that they should be a regular part of any athlete or strength competitor’s 
training program. LC's and their unlimited variations are among the best total body strength, core 
stabilization, and functional moves you can do to gain muscle, get stronger, and move better. 

 

Muscle Mass Gain:  

LCs can stimulate muscular hypertrophy and hormonal adaptations due to increased time spent under 
load (aka Time Under Tension). LCs  stress the whole while either carrying heavier loads briefly, or moderate 
loads for prolonged periods of time. Both can induce structural loading which increases muscle mass. 

 

Better Stability:  

Core, hip, and spinal stability play a large role in movement efficiency, strength, performance, and 
injury prevention. LCs and walks help to develop strong core musculature, increased awareness and 
stabilization of the spine, shoulders and supporting muscles and tissues. These moves also simulate athletics 
and daily life.  
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Better Grip, Back, Shoulder and Core Strength:  

Grip, back, shoulder and core strength can all be expected gains when you take heavy loads walking 
mindfully. Whenever you carry something, it allows the shoulder blades to sit back in a natural position and 
activates surrounding musculature. This helps improve posture. Grip strength is also associated with overall 
body strength.  

 

6 Popular and Effective Carries 

How to Perform: Generally, when picking up any heavy load start standing above the object with a wide foot 

position (base of support) and bend your knees. While picking up the weight, keep it close to your body. With 

any variation of a loaded carry, the first step is to initiate a powerful  starting position, maintaining FULL 

body tension throughout the duration of the carry. Set yourself up in a good neutral starting position 

with tension at the core and torque at the shoulders and hips. 

 

Proper Starting Setup: 

1. Pick up the weight 
2. Get  shoulders, ribs and hips in alignment. They should be stacked over each other (also called 

"packing" the shoulders).Lumbar spine neutral.  Keep head over shoulders and eye gaze forward. 

3. Brace your core and pillar (shoulders, core, and hips).  

4. Take small steps so that your feet stay underneath you and maintain alignment from step #2. 

5. Go the programmed distance, time, etc. 
 

SIDE LOADED 

Farmer Walks: use 2 DBs, KBs, BBs, 2 filled tunnel bags, or jumps and be sure if you use sand bags that are 

slightly different in weight  to change hands and repeat. 

(Video 1) 

 

Suitcase Carries: Great for hip stability, and force athletes to become more aware of lateral flexion and 

compensation. Be sure to be mindful of any leaning and instead walk tall with spine neutral.  

(Video 2) 
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FRONT LOADED 

Bear Hugs: Wrap both arms around a filled tunnel bag, sand bag, or hold a weight plate, KB, DB or weighted 

ball at chest.  

(Video 3) 

Duck walk carries: Hold one or two Dbs, KBs, filled tunnel bag, or jump wing between your legs close to 

your body with knees bent. 

(Video 4) 

 

LOADING SHOULDERS 

Overhead carries: Hold one or two DBs, a barbell, KBs, medicine ball, filled tunnel bag, barbell, person or 

little dog directly over your shoulders with arms as straight as possible. If you have a history of shoulder joint 
problems, start with a jump bar, wing, or something light. 

(Video 5) 

Bottoms up: technically a KB carry, also great for walking with jump wings. Pick up one or 2 jump wings (or a 

KB by the handle upside down). Keep the upper part of your arm parallel to the floor, with the elbow bent  90 
degrees.  Rest the jump on shoulder if needed. 

(Video 6) 

 

Putting It All Together:  

There are so many ways to benefit from LC's even  just doing them when  building courses. They can be 
done as a warm up, finisher, or put them between other exercises in your regular workout.  Perform LCs one 
day per week at the gym on either a push day  or lower body day. Get creative and use a variety of LCs and 
equipment. 

 

General Guidelines:  

KB (One in Each Hand) 

Bodyweight on the left, load on the right 

§ Under 135 pounds: Double 24s 
§ 136–185 pounds: Double 32s 
§ 186–216 pounds: Double 40s 
§ Over 216 pounds: Double 48s 
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For Farmers walk and Front loaded 

Bodyweight on the left, load on the right 

§ Under 135 pounds: 135 pounds 
§ 136–185 pounds: 185 pounds 
§ 186–205 pounds: 205 pounds 
§ Over 206 pounds: 225 pounds 

 

Power  (100% of bodyweight 50 feet) 

• Load: Maximal 

• Work Duration: 10-15 seconds 

• Rest Duration: 45-60 seconds 

• Sets: 2-4 

Strength (75% of bodyweight 150 feet) 

• Load: Heavy 

• Work Duration: 20-45 seconds 

• Rest Duration: 30-45 seconds 

• Sets: 3-5 

 

For Most Students: Strength-Endurance (50% of bodyweight 300 feet) 

• Load: Moderate 

• Work Duration: 45-75 seconds 

• Rest Duration: 30-45 seconds 

• Sets: 3-5 
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More Workout Examples: 
 

All Around Carry 

Perform 3 Rounds. Rest 1 minute between rounds. 
1. Front-loaded carry, 30 seconds 
2. Side-loaded carry, 30 seconds 
3. Overhead carry, 1 minute 
 

For Strength: If strength is your main goal, work on either increasing weight by  

around 5lbs or distance walked each week. 

Week 1: 80lb carried for 30 yards x 4 rounds. 

Week 2: 80lb carried for 30 yards x 5 rounds. 

Week 3: 90lb carried for 30 yards x 4 rounds. 

Week 4: 90lb carried for 30 yards x 5 rounds. 

 

For Size: If size is your goal, focus on time under tension  gradually  

increasing the time spent with weight in your hands each week. 

Week 1: Select a weight you can hold for approximately 20-30 seconds and walk with it. Work up to 3 

minutes. Sets vary depending on how long you can hold the weight. 

Week 2: Use the same weight as the week before, but this time, work up to 4 minutes  

Week 3: Use the same weight again, but this week, work up to 5 minutes  

Week 4: Increase the weight 5 lbs and start back at 3 minutes. 

 

For Fat Loss & General Conditioning: Simply grab something and walk for as long as possible. Rest 1-2 

minutes and then try and beat your previous time. 
 

 


